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Thought of the Month
Joke of the 

Month

Who Are We in TLP?
The Kids Cancer Care Teen Leadership Program is comprised of

teens affected by childhood cancer. Our goal is to give back to the

community through service and leadership initiatives. Last

month's journalists were Nadeem, Jocelyn, and Baylen!

Your journalists this month are....

Maeve This is my fourth year of TLP and my first year of university!

Zoe This is my second year of TLP and I'm in grade 11!

Andrea I am entering my fourth year of TLP and embarking on a

gap year at my house!

"Alone, we can do so little; together, we can do so much"

-Helen Keller

KCC Teen
Activities

Adapting to the New School Environments

OCTOBER 2020

Wash your hands, wear a mask, and physically distance

Go outside and get some fresh air

Stay connected with your friends online. Friends are important!

Stay healthy! Hydrate and exercise!

Establish a schedule! We have not gone to school in 6 months, having a

schedule is a great way to prevent getting lost during this confusing time.

It would best to limit who you have close contact with such as the people

who you eat lunch with to reduce the risk of catching covid

Learning in a pandemic can be very stressful, especially with school starting up.

There are many habits that we can create to help keep us safe and continue to

learn. Here are some tips to mitigate anxieties:

Stay tuned for more

information for KCC's

virtual Halloween

Howler later this

month! 

A Riddle
Q: What do Aunt

Hoova's chickens eat?

A: They don't eat NO! NO! NO! NO!.

What do you call a

bear with no teeth?

A gummy bear!

In Person

Did You Know?
October's name is derived from octo, Latin for

“eight,” from the early Roman calendar.



Online

Putting your phone away 

Working in a room without the TV playing

Be sure to take breaks, especially from looking at a screen. Try taking short (3-10

minute) breaks after you finish a video call, lesson video, worksheet, or textbook

reading/problems. This can help keep your mind refreshed, and also prevent

you from getting too bored or distracted

Try doing easier tasks when you are feeling the least productive(morning or

night), these require less of your focus and leave the brain power for the harder

stuff

 Whether you have done online school before, or this is your first time, school this

year is definitely looking different. Online school presents new challenges such as

learning to use online platforms, studying at home, and learning without the

direct supervision of a teacher. If you haven’t already, take 30 minutes just to try

and familiarize yourself with the learning management system your school

uses(D2L, Canvas, Google Classroom). Try and find where your learning content,

quizzes, and grades are. This will avoid a situation where you have a quiz  in five

minutes and you don’t know where to find it. 

 Studying at home presents a whole new set of challenges. In order to make sure

you’re focused try and limit distractions by:

                                                                                                                                              

Finally, never hesitate to ask for help, it's definitely harder to get the feedback you

need without a teacher to hear you directly, but that doesn’t mean all help is gone!

Make sure to email your teachers with questions, ask your classmates, or even

reach out to us at TLP! Good luck this year, YOU’VE GOT THIS!!
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